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Based on this perspective,  
I’m designing a MIDI glove, that activates a range of sounds  

by tapping on different color surfaces.

I believe MACHINE SHOULD ADAPT TO HUMAN,  
INSTEAD HUMAN ADAPTING TO MACHINE. 

* * *

* * *



WHY WEARABLE INSTRUMENTS?

Wearable products can be more user centered. They can learn 
the users, instead the users learning them.

Besides, I don’t think there is enough emotion in the GUI design.

Music is my hobby.



Marc Newson’s chair

So this time, I want to design something following this philosophy, 
 “functional, aesthetic but also with designer’s personal emotion (the soul).”

Philippe Starck’s chair

In conventional product design, designers can give more personal feelings even to their 
commercial works, which makes their works creative and touching. It’s not common for 

commercial interaction design.



But coming to play music with instrument, 
people have to learn the instruments before they 
play music with them. As learning instrument is not 
easy, it stops us playing music.

Everyone can play music, it’s human’s inborn talent. 
Everyone can sing without learning how to sing 
(except for professional singing).

My goal is to design an instrument for people 
playing music but without learning it.



Laetitia Sonami’s instrument glove. More art driven, new sounds and new way for playing.  
But mine is more design driven, easy to understand, the sounds are from common instruments. 



Electronic piano glove, sold in Amazon. !0 fingers for playing, can not imitate more instruments. 
It’s functional, but not touching.



My inspiration is from Scottish Step Dance. 
The dancers can express their passion and rhythm by stepping feet 
anywhere on the floor, without learning their shoes (instruments).  

It’s spontaneous and natural.



There’s only one glove for the left hand, only 5 fingers. But 
as tapping on another color surface, it can give another 5 
pitches.

PROPOSAL 

Fingers are agile enough to create complicated music. 
That’s why I make a glove for adapting the fingers.



Naming my glove as “MUSIC GARDEN”  
is from a very personal reason.

I’m  
tired of my work, being hurry, efficient, multi-tasking, 

tired of alway considering design as problem solving, 
tired of the life in a city.

* * *

* * *



I wish I can find a garden or some place with nature, 
just sitting their, playing some chill music,  

wasting my time without feeling guilty.



I want to give the most relaxing and beautiful artistic conception in my mind 
to my glove, and run away from “modern”.





I use Arduino Lilypad, Piezo Sensor, Photocell Sensor and 
Bluetooth Mate Silver, for making this MIDI glove.

When the piezo sensors detect the tapping activities, the 
signal will be transmitted to GarageBand (a music 
software) in computer to make the sounds.

So the MIDI glove can help us to play the sounds from 
different instruments.

I’m trying to practice the design philosophy, 
“machine adapting to human, instead human adapting to 
machine”, 
by designing and experiencing a working prototype.

METHODOLOGY



DOCUMENTATION FOR DESIGN PROCESS



https://vimeo.com/114244028
Prototyping for detecting different color surfaces.

https://vimeo.com/114244028


https://vimeo.com/114244170
Prototyping for the functional glove.

https://vimeo.com/114244170


https://vimeo.com/114244283
Prototyping for working wirelessly.

https://vimeo.com/114244283


Designing for the visual part.



Adding LEDs and a plastic cover, which is for 
“keeping the happiness long”.



Changing the battery for affording the bluetooth, and 
making the glove easier to wear without damaging wires.



https://vimeo.com/114244394
Final piece

https://vimeo.com/114244394


Replacing the mental wrap wires with the conductive threads.
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